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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Yale 1980, 1966, 1998... Verdict is in and Judge
Barrett of Key West gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of
1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin... the Yale College senior
who was murdered — stabbed 17 times in the back of the
head and neck — on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the
culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown. Hemingway
House Writing Classes will put this in a Novel. Pakistani
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has ordered officers to take
"immediate action" over the stoning of a pregnant woman
outside the nation's top court... Yale in 2014 will take
"immediate action" over its FBI Women + 19K murders a year
of SWF's by drunk Mad Men, many social engineered by
Hillary class of 1973... Kerry Class of 1966. Criminal
misconduct by "1984" management! Epidemics Social
Engineered by Yale Grads... worst being the $777 Trillion
"Poison Gas Exhaust" Holocaust II
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... because
its not built yet!

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... Yale's
Kerry class of Numb Nut George Orwell Observers in New
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Kerry class of Numb Nut George Orwell Observers in New
Haven and Key West 2014. Greg ran into Judge Barrett of
Hemingway House 1,001 times this month of May. Hillary
Yale Law Class of 1973, mad as Hell about... Hillary will KILL
grin this invention project for our Orwell Society... She is a
more prolific killer of women + children by MEN than Kerry,
McCain, Obama, and the Pentagon Top Brass. 7 am Hillary
send her undercover "Cops," in Yellow Strips then at the same
time Starbucks Perez the Cuban from La concha her boss sent
a Cuba in Yellow Strips both in the "Grave Yard." Greg was
thinking of what invention project to write up for the FBI
women and a Cuban + Hillary Clone show up for my
"Sunrise" screaming F- your FBI Women and 90% fewer
murdered SWF for the rest of 2014. Greg's Sunrise was
Harassment by "Undercover Cops + George Orwell Observers"
today, both at 7 am Sunrise Today! Hemingway House
Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel. TIME magazine cover of 1966 predicted that Kerry's
Yale generation of Numb Nuts "Rich Kids" would end war
and poverty “once and for all.” End Poverty for Cubans in
Key West with BP oil false claims. Barrett's friend Terry
Luckey at the Key West Butterfly Attraction put in a false
claim against BP Oil, 101 others in Key West too, how many
are under cover Cops, Undercover Observers in Yellow
Strips... ? 19K Suzanne Jovin Clones were murdered every
year from 1980 to 2014, the Yale College senior who was
murdered — stabbed 17 times in the back of the head and
neck — on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the culprit of this
shocking crime remains unknown. Least Greg knows who the
"Under Cover Observers + Cops" are! Hemingway House
Writing Classes will put this in a Novel.
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Yale 1980, 1966, 1998... Verdict is in and Judge
Barrett of Key West gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of
1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin... Today's New England
Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Article on "Yale
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Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Article on "Yale
Key West Medical School, suppression by the government of
building a New Medical School in our George Orwell Society"
Caution Advised: Medicare’s Physician-Payment Data
Release Online First P.T. O’Gara. Clinicians’ Involvement in
Capital Punishment — Constitutional Implications Online
First N. Sawicki. Chronic Pain, Addiction, and Zohydro Y.
Olsen and J.M. Sharfstein | N Engl J Med 2014. Today's New
England Journal of Medicine suppressed the Key West Article
on "Yale Key West Medical School, suppression by the
government of building a New Medical School in our George
Orwell Society" Caution Advised: 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat can
+ will win 52 Nearest Stars + their Aliens, End War + Poverty
with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! HealthDay An otherwise
healthy man died of an incurable lung disease after
breathing in fine particles while making Corian counter
tops for almost two decades, doctors report in the New
England Journal of Medicine... nothing was reported on
Poison gas exhaust particles!

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Yale 1980, 1966, 1998... Verdict is in and Judge
Barrett of Key West gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of
1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin...

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Yale 1980, 1966, 1998... Verdict is in and Judge
Barrett of Key West gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of
1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin...
5-29-14 Yale 1980, 1966, 1998... Verdict is in and Judge
Barrett of Key West gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of
1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin...
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Yale 1980, 1966, 1998... Verdict is in and Judge
Barrett of Key West gave Yale a F grade... Yale's Kerry class of
1966, class of 1999 Suzanne Jovin... RIYADH, Saudi Arabia Saudi Arabia's Health Ministry says Mecca Medical School
was built decades ago by Hillary, Kerry, McCain, Obama,
Caroline Kennedy via $4 Gas.
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
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Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Yale's Homeland Security gets an F grade in the
"Real World" Suzanne Jovin class of 1999, the Yale College
senior who was murdered — stabbed 17 times in the back of
the head and neck — on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years later, the
culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown.

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... Mayor
Craig Cates presented her with a proclamation recognizing
the three decades during which the Visiting Nurse smoked +
drank taking their BP + pulse... MD Women would put Mayor
Cates on a Veggies Diet with no drinking or smoking, no
drugs and PT, Treadmill, and he would follow this!
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... city has
no immediate plans to demolish any of the five dilapidated
Old Town houses recently identified as "unsafe," the city's top
building official says. In a May 5 letter, Chief Building...
dilapidated Battered Womens Shelters, Samuels House in Key
West and in every City + Town in the USA. Reinvented by FBI
Women to save the lives of 90% of 19K women in 2014 who
will be murdered by a drunk Mad Man!
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... Monroe
County Medical Examiner Dr. Hunt Scheuerman announced
Wednesday that he is resigning on June 20 to pursue a
teaching position at East Tennessee State University.
Scheuerman has been the county medical examiner since his
appointment in October 2009 by then-Gov. Charlie Crist. Greg
flew into Key West on 3-4-11 with $777 Trillion dollars to
build the Yale Key West Medical School... I guess Dr Hunt did
not want a Pathology Teaching Job at Yale Key West Med
school... grin! Should Dr Hunt LEAKED the suppression of
build the Yale Key West Med School... Hell Yes God would say
and Judge! Just ask Judge Barrett! "My wife and I love it
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and Judge! Just ask Judge Barrett! "My wife and I love it
down here; I just had an exceptional opportunity come up at
East Tennessee State University where I'll be teaching
pathology," Scheuerman said. "I love to teach and have done
some teaching when I can wherever I've been. This is an
opportunity to be in a formalized program where I'll be
teaching medical school students as well as resident
pathologists." Monroe County State Attorney appointed Dr.
Thomas Beaver to be interim medical examiner until a new
examiner is appointed by Gov. Rick Scott as per Florida law.

5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade...
5-29-14 Hemingway House Writing Classes will put this in a
Novel... Judge Barrett of Key West gave Yale Key West Medical
School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure a F grade... because
its not built yet!

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
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5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible, with this Invention Project with Greg
+ Wives Brainstorming Help!
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5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible$7 Trillion Spent on "Homeland
Security" and 19K SWF were murdered under their "High
Paying Watch... in 2014" Apple and Google going into the
"Home Security" business will save more "SWF Lives" than
Homeland Security for a lot less than $7 Trillion but I would
guess only 10% of the 19K who will be murdered in 2014.
Homeland Security should be taken over by FBI women... 90%
drop in the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible, you
know Hillary will KILL grin this invention project for our
Orwell Society... She is a more prolific killer of women +
children by MEN than Kerry, McCain, Obama, and the
Pentagon Top Brass. Lets write this up for the NY Times Today!
Apple + Google reportedly looking into Dropcam acquisition
as foray into home surveillance. A report on Monday claims
Google is mulling an entrance into the home security
business with a buyout of Dropcam. FBI women... reading
Gregs Web post here are mulling this Invention Project... 90%
drop in the 19K murdered SWF in 2014 would be possible! FBI
Womens Coup!

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible Yale 1999 Murder of a woman...
Verizon recorded everything as Greg invented the
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and Yale Top Bras knew of my
invention and had the Teddy Kennedy YouTube video of it!
This weekend, the Yale College Class of 1999 will descend on
campus for its 15th reunion. One would-be graduate of that
class will be notably absent: Suzanne Jovin ’99, the Yale
College senior who was murdered — stabbed 17 times in the
back of the head and neck — on Dec. 4, 1998. Fifteen years
later, the culprit of this shocking crime remains unknown. As
Jovin’s classmates congregate on campus, investigators in
charge of the cold case are urging members of the class to
think back to where they were on that unusually warm
December evening, when their classmate was found bleeding
to death on the corner of Edgehill Avenue and East Rock
Road, just under two miles from Phelps Gate. Deputy Chief
State’s Attorney John Russotto said the investigation depends
on the assistance of additional witnesses, particularly people
who may have been in the vicinity of Edgehill and East Rock
between 9 and 10 p.m. Jovin was discovered around 9:55 p.m
and declared dead on arrival at Yale-New Haven Hospital.
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and declared dead on arrival at Yale-New Haven Hospital.
“The question we’re trying to have answered is why Suzanne
Jovin was in that area at that time,” Russotto said, noting
that she was seen by Phelps Gate at 9:20 p.m., leaving little
time for her to have traveled two miles northeast of campus.
Over the course of the intervening 40 minutes, a man and a
woman were heard arguing at three separate locations —
first at 750 Whitney Avenue, then on East Rock Road near
the intersection with Whitney Avenue and finally at the
corner where Jovin was found bleeding to death. Being back
on campus may jog the memories of Jovin’s classmates,
Russotto said. “We’re looking for friends, but also for
acquaintances and passers-by — anybody who might know
whether Ms. Jovin was one of the people heard arguing, and
if so, whom she was with,” Russotto said. The second focus of
the investigation is on the identity of the individual to
whom Jovin lent Graduate Record Examinations (GRE)
study materials, and from whom she was allegedly planning
to pick them up, according to an email message she sent in
German at 9:02 p.m. Maybe a returning member of the class
of 1999 knows someone who took the GREs that year, Russotto
speculated, or maybe the actual person to whom the books
were on loan will be at Yale this weekend, with insight about
Jovin’s whereabouts that night. “These are the two things
we’re trying to pin down,” Russotto said. “The hope is that
someone can help us fill in the blanks.”

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possibleCitizen Front Page today after I
posted the 2 above about FBI Women "Eradicating" 90% of
SWF who will be murdered by a Drunk Man Social
Engineered by Hillary + her "Fag" poison gas exhaust for
young men who want a wife... Eradicate the Lionfish app
invasive battle with the fish... Florida Fisheries Today on
Twitter Chat... FaceBook is not allowing the app
"InventSomethingBook" to go public yet... more social
engineering by Hillary, McCaine, Kerry, Obama, Pentagon
Top Brass who gave the Godsend of $777 Trillion to Saudia
Arabia, Mecca + Allah! wow!
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible... U.S. Troops to Leave Afghanistan by
End of 2016 Today in the NY Times, numb nut Journalists
suppressed the 19K SWF murdered + 40K Breast Cancer deaths
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suppressed the 19K SWF murdered + 40K Breast Cancer deaths
in 2015 as FBI Women would have emailed the NY Times
asking for the $1 Trillion the Pentagon Numb Nuts Top Brass
will spent on the Afghanistan Troops just for Moslem
Prostitutes... etc!

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible... US salmonella outbreak widens, 574
now sick from Foster Farms chicken. Fox News A package of
Foster Farms fresh chicken fillets... App to detect salmonella
on your iPhone7s invented by MIT after the last Drone comes
off the assembly line... marching off to war while disease at
home kills more troops than wars. History Dept at MIT forgot
to test the students on diseases + wars!
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible... 50,000 individuals become infected
with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the
United States. in 2014. Greg has another Invention Project
for the FBI Women and easy one as HIV on Mug Shots and all
Starbucks employees with HIV have a tag... grin.
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible... 50,000 individuals become infected
with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the
United States. in 2014. A new prevention strategy, Preexposure Prophylaxis (PrEP), is intended for high-risk
populations to reduce their risk of becoming infected with
HIV. PrEP includes daily medication and routine follow-up.
When used consistently, PrEP is shown to reduce the risk of
HIV infection. If delivered effectively and used in
combination with other proven prevention methods, PrEP
may help address the HIV epidemic in the United States.
Viewers joined us as we explored the opportunities for using
PrEP as another tool to prevent the transmission of HIV and
discuss the challenges to effective implementation that must
be addressed. Continuing Education Continuing education
for Grand Rounds is available and ALL Continuing
Education for Grand Rounds are issued online through the
CDC/ATSDR Training & Continuing Education Online
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CDC/ATSDR Training & Continuing Education Online
system. If you have questions, email or call Learner Support
at 1-800-418-7246 (1-800-41TRAIN).

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible... $7 Trillion Spent on MIT Drones
instead of women at Harvard... this should tell you
something of their social engineering and why MIT is light
years from even Brainstorming the "Gravity Engine"
invention with the Harvard Sororities... grin!
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible... Inactivity 'biggest factor' in
women's heart risk (Medical Xpress)—Lack of exercise is a
greater risk for heart disease in women over 30 than
smoking, obesity and high blood pressure... FBI Women's
Coup inactivity is the biggest factor in 1 million dead
women in the coming years. Yes get the Pentagon to give you
Treadmill Desk with New Apple Macbook Pro SSD notebooks
with 1,001 invention projects preinstalled too... perk!

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...

5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
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5-28-14 "Homeland Security" should be taken over by FBI
women... 90% drop in the 19K murdered SWF in the rest of
2014 would be possible...
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2014 would be possible...

preinstalled in the $1 Trillion dollar giveaway of 500,000
MacBook Pro with SSD's after $777 Trillion is taken from
Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Allah

5-27-14 Greg watched the "Sun" Rise this morning the Day
After Memorial Day and I thought there are 1 Trillion other
"Sun" Rise's in this "Enormous" Universe Today... how could
$777 Trillion be given to Saudi Arabia, Mecca + Allah by
Obama, Kerry, McCaine, Hillary... Bill + Melinda Gates?
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html>
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